Youth Platform Sustainable World: Leaders of the Future

Creative Laboratory “Manifesto ReGeneration 2030: Leaders of the Future”
October 29, 09.00-11.00
Park Inn by Radisson Pribaltiyskaya Hotel, Hall “Green 9”


Moderators: Olga Zuin, Council of the Baltic Sea States. Programme Coordinator, Baltic 2030
Tatiana Lanshina, Chair of the Steering Committee ReGeneration 2030, SDSN Youth Coordinator in Russia

Speakers
Liene Gaujeniete, Spatial Planning Expert and Coordinator of BSR Young Planners’ Contest, VASAB Secretariat
Lars Fredrik Lund Godbolt, Baltic Sea States Subregional Co-operation (BSSSC), Executive Secretary
Olga Iakimenko, ICSER Leontief Centre. Head of Internet Projects and Marketing Communications, Green Mobility Initiative Coordinator
Elena Oparina, Enviro Co Ltd, Marketing Director
Aleksandr Belykh, St. Petersburg Technopark OJSC, Project manager
Vera Shvetsova, Educational Center, State Unitary Enterprise “Vodokanal of St. Petersburg”, Leading Specialist
Anton Yushko, Chairman Commission of Eco Efficient Tourizm Leningrad Region Department of Russian Geographical Society
Mirra Artemeva, Ruskeala Youth Team Leader

Valeria Pavlikova, RF Chamber of Auditors, Chief Expert

Anton Vakulenko, Assistance Center for promotion SDGs and saving Nature & Homo Sapiens "EcoSanaClub". UN SDGs Promoter